Sabbatical Fellowship Award Cover Page*

Name:

- [ ] tenured  [ ] untenured
- Department Affiliation:
- Dates and purposes of leaves taken in the last 6 years:

Names and institutional affiliation of those writing letters of support (letters should be addressed to the Dean of Faculty and should contain a candid expert evaluation of the intellectual merits of your proposed project and of your ability to accomplish what you propose):

1. 
2. 

Check each of the following required items that are included in your application (each item should start on a separate page):

- a non-technical summary of the proposal’s approaches and goals (300 words)
- the full proposal (not to exceed 1500 words)
- your curriculum vitae
- a summary of outcomes of previous leaves (including summer research projects)
- a list of all relevant external awards you are seeking concurrently (append completed applications, if possible) and those you currently hold
- a description of any funding required to complete your project, over and above your salary

· Please note well: Leave must be approved by the CAPP and, where applicable, sabbatical eligibility must be verified by the office of the Dean of the Faculty before the Paid Leave Committee may act on a Paid Leave Application. It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that any required staffing plans and sabbatical requests are submitted to the CAPP on time. Questions concerning staffing plans and sabbatical requests should be directed to the appropriate department chair and the office of the Dean of the Faculty.